What’s New in AMP 2.0?

New features in the Aid Management Platform

An integrated aid information management system
The Aid Management Platform (AMP) is an aid information management system implemented by Development Gateway in over 20 countries. From planning through implementation of development assistance projects, government officials and donors can use AMP to enter and edit information, generate charts, graphs, and maps to monitor vital trends and statistics, and produce reports on public development spending. New features in AMP 2.0 include:

Geographic Information Module
- Explore aid information visually, through cutting-edge interactive maps from Esri
- Geocode projects, add physical structures such as dams or bridges, filter by key criteria, and view clusters of donors/projects

Better Dashboards and Data Analysis Tools
- View aid profiles by donor, sector, and region to monitor and analyze trends
- Align donor activities with national development strategies
- Use data analysis tools to create charts and graphs of aid information

Enhanced Public View and User Interface
- AMP Public View, a portal for citizens to access data and reports, has a new look
- User interface is more intuitive and elegant; fewer clicks required for common tasks

Mobile Application and Tech Tools
- AMPlify mobile application allows remote access and data entry in AMP
- Import data in the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) format
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Read more online: www.developmentgateway.org/amp